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Rumano 's Fine Jewelry Debuts New Jewelry
O erings From Forevermark, Tacori, and
Hearts on Fire at Their Showroom This Month
From dazzling new diamond cuts to contemporary bridal and fashion jewelry
collections, this Hamden-based retailer continually strives to give its
customers the very best in fine jewelry

HAMDEN, Connecticut, July 16, 2018 (Newswire.com) - Last

month at JCK Las Vegas and Luxury, two of the largest trade

shows in the jewelry industry, Rumanoff’s Fine Jewelry

worked hard to bring back to Connecticut some of the latest

offerings in the fine jewelry world.

As a result of these efforts, visitors to Rumanoff’s showroom

can explore new luxurious additions from top brands like Forevermark, Tacori, and Hearts on Fire

starting this month.

First and foremost, Rumanoff’s Fine Jewelry is now a Forevermark Black Label authorized partner.

Although the Hamden-based jewelry retailer has already developed a partnership with the

Forevermark brand, this new affiliation allows Rumanoff’s to sell the entire Black Label diamond

collection.

This exceptional collection consists of five exquisite diamond shapes, each displaying an

unprecedented show of symmetry and quality that can only be expected from a Forevermark Black

Label diamond. Available in round, oval, cushion, square, and heart shapes, these diamonds are

renowned for having the most precision in the diamond industry.  Couple this fact with the

Forevermark diamond crystal, and the result is an unsurpassed compass of light, scintillation and

brilliance – diamonds that show the most sparkle in the world.  Moreover, cutting the fancy shape

diamonds, in the way that only Black Label fancies are cut, actually achieves an inner fire comparable

to that of round brilliant diamonds.

In order to become a Forevermark Black Label partner, retailers must show that they provide

extraordinary customer service and employ an expert understanding of diamonds. Because of

Rumanoff’s dedication to success, specifically with engagement rings and loose diamonds, the

Forevermark brand has chosen them to join the ranks of the Black Label elite.

Additionally, Rumanoff’s Fine Jewelry has also expanded their Tacori and Hearts on Fire offerings for
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their distinguished clientele.

Starting in July, shoppers at Rumanoff’s showroom can browse through Tacori’s entire colored

gemstone fashion collection as well as the brand’s all-new 14 karat bridal collection which will arrive

in late July or August. This reinvigorating addition to the Tacori bridal line boasts a lower starting price

point and totally new styles for couples looking to save some money on their special day, while still

receiving a hand-made product that is elegantly styled with unsurpassed quality and workmanship.

Rumanoff’s has also added two new beautiful collections to their Hearts on Fire showcase. The best

part about this news? In order to make room for these new pieces, the retailer will be selling select

Hearts on Fire jewelry items at 50% off.

Visit Rumanoff’s Fine Jewelry at their showroom in Hamden, Connecticut to see these dazzling

additions to the store in person!

To learn more about the new products available at Rumanoff’s, visit their website at Rumanoffs.com

or call 203-303-9304.

About Rumanoff’s Fine Jewelry

With over 75 years of jewelry industry experience, Rumanoff’s Fine Jewelry is a retailer of fine jewelry

items including designer engagement rings, wedding bands, timepieces, GIA-certified loose

diamonds, as well as fashion jewelry pieces. Located in Hamden, Connecticut Rumanoff’s Fine Jewelry

is a family-owned and operated by fourth generation jewelers and serves customers in the New

Haven County area.

For more details on products, events, sales, as well as jewelry cleaning and repairing services, visit

Rumanoffs.com, or call (203)-230-1199 for information.
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